Installation Guidelines
ACRYLIC HANDLE REPLACEMENT
TOOLS REQUIRED: Vise grips, hammer, screwdriver, Epoxy Adhesive(Home-Bond brand)

PREPARATION & INSTALLATION
1. Take vise grips, snap to end of handle. Quick and hard, breaking it off at each end.
2. Take hammer and screwdriver and force old bolt through the back of the unit by hitting the bolt.
3. Clean and lightly sand where the handle was touching the wall.
4. Put new handle into place to make sure it fits, take handle back out.
5. Use quick setting Epoxy Adhesive (Home-Bond brand) and mix up quickly as you only have 5 minutes.
6. Put epoxy in the holes, on bolts and on the surface contacts of the handle.
7. Insert handle, wipe off excess epoxy, and hold handle in place until the mix is hard.
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CARE & MAINTENANCE
The following hints on care and maintenance are offered to assist you in keeping your tub or shower in ”as
new” condition.
NORMAL CARE: A quick sponge down with warm water and non-abrasive liquid detergent such as Mr. Clean,
Fantastic or Lysol Tub & Tile Cleaner will take care of most cleaning needs. In areas where the water is hard,
more frequent cleaning may be necessary to avoid a build-up on the surface.
STAINS: For stubborn stains, start with a liquid detergent, if this does not work, try a mild cleaning detergent
such as VIM, which also works well for removing heavy soap film. Cleaning pads made of nylon, saran,
polyethylene and containing no abrasive may be used. DO NOT use abrasive scouring powders or metal
scouring pads, they can permanently damage the finish.
DULL AREAS: Should your stain removal result in a dull area, the shine can be restored with automobile wax
such as Turtle Wax.
PAINT SPLASHES: A quick wipe with Acetone, mineral spirits or turpentine followed by a wash with water will
remove paint. Do not use paint remover or stripper as these contain solvents with could permanently
damage the surface.
THINGS TO AVOID: SAND AND GRIT, DROPPED TOOLS, LADDERS OR CONSTRUCTION DEBRIS.
DAMAGES: Should your unit suffer accidental damage, consult your plumber, wholesaler or Altrek for a
qualified repair person to deal with the issue. Do not attempt to repair the unit on your own.
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